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Upgraded HSPF Rating vs 7 HSPF

Annual Savings ($) vs 7 HSPF

Annual Heating Costs
Better Ratings Improve Efficiency Somewhat

Note: HSPF energy savings have diminishing returns. Upgrading from an 8.2 
HSPF unit to 15 HSPF mini-split saves $504 per year ($1,303/yr at 7 HSPF)

Massachusetts example: 1200 effective full load heating hours at $0.21/kWh
3 Ton (36,000 BTU/hr) – fraction of a house

13.5 is state of the art 
central heat pump

15 HSPF is state of the 
art mini split heat pump
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ENERGY STAR® and Federal Standards Review

For virtually all “split systems” for 
rating purposes (mini splits and 
central heat pump)

HSPF 8.2 / SEER 14

HSPF 8.5 / SEER 15
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HSPF Rating

Annual Heating Cost (3 Ton Heat Pump)

Annual Heating Costs

These are the annual operating costs based on the standard calculation for a 3 Ton heat pump.

Massachusetts example: 1200 effective full load heating hours at $0.21/kWh

13.5 HSPF is state of 
the art central heat 
pump

15 HSPF is state of the 
art mini split heat pump
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U.S. Market Share Review

vs. 3.5 million gas and oil furnaces (27% and 19% Energy Star respectively)
Furnace market is 17% larger than HP market (2018)

41% of the overall Heat Pump market.  Includes mini-split ASHPs

ENERGY STAR: 
https://www.energystar.gov/ia/partners/downloads/unit_shipment_data/2017/2017%20Unit%20Shipment%20Data%2
0Summary%20Report.pdf?7cf2-a6b1
AHRI: http://ahrinet.org/App_Content/ahri/files/Statistics/Monthly%20Shipments/2018/December_2018.pdf

https://www.energystar.gov/ia/partners/downloads/unit_shipment_data/2017/2017%20Unit%20Shipment%20Data%20Summary%20Report.pdf?7cf2-a6b1
http://ahrinet.org/App_Content/ahri/files/Statistics/Monthly%20Shipments/2018/December_2018.pdf
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Capacity and Efficiency Uncertainty
Mini-Split Field Performance Study

Leads to:
• Skepticism among 

homeowners
• Poor energy savings 

estimates
• Suboptimal system selection
• Inconsistent energy 

modeling
• COP ranges from 1.4 to 2.4 

in winter
Field Performance of Inverter Driven Heat Pumps, EERE, August 2015, James Williamson and Robb Aldrich
Consortium of Advanced Residential Buildings, Steven Winter Associates, Inc. 
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy15osti/63913.pdf

https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy15osti/63913.pdf
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Performance Conclusions

• The reasons for the wide range in heating performance likely 
include low indoor airflow rates, poor placement of outdoor 
units, relatively high return air temperatures, thermostat 
setback (defrost cycling), integration with existing heating 
systems, and occupants limiting indoor fan speed.

• “Most of the heat pumps still provided heat at a lower cost 
than oil, propane, or electric resistance systems.”

* Williamson and Aldrich, 2015
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Savings Review

As low as $2.27 gallon in 2015 in New England
$0.1975/kWh electricity

* Williamson and Aldrich, 2015
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Massachusetts MassSave Study
Part of MassCEC’s $48 million Clean Heating and Cooling program

Massachusetts Residential HVAC Net to-Gross and Market Effects Study (TXC34), July 27, 2018
http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/TXC_34_Report_27JUL2018_Final.pdf

http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/TXC_34_Report_27JUL2018_Final.pdf


Cold Climate Heat Pumps in Vermont

“Evaluation of Cold Climate Heat Pumps in Vermont”, 11/3/17, John Walczyk, The Cadmus Group, Vermont Public Service Department, 112 State Street, Montpelier, VT 05620‐2601



Cold Climate Heat Pumps in Vermont

* “Evaluation of Cold Climate Heat Pumps in Vermont”, John Walczyk, 2017



Cold Climate Heat Pumps in Vermont

“Evaluation of Cold Climate Heat Pumps in Vermont”, 11/3/17, John Walczyk, The Cadmus Group, Vermont Public Service Department, 112 State Street, Montpelier, VT 05620‐2601
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Cold Climate Heat Pumps in Vermont  
Vermont Department of Public Service 2017 Study

• 65 installations between 2015 and 2017

• The average annual energy cost savings was approximately $200 
per heat pump, significantly less than had been assumed.

• Overall dollar savings are impacted by the efficiency of the back‐up 
fossil fuel system. The higher the efficiency of the existing system, 
the smaller the amount of fuel use being displaced by the ccHP.

• Homes with poor insulation levels and air leaks will not get as much 
benefit out of a ccHP as will tight, well insulated homes.

• It is unlikely that a heat pump by itself would be sufficient to heat a 
typical home without use of a traditional heating system.

“Cold Climate Heat Pumps in Vermont”, Barry Murphy, Vermont Department of Public service. 
https://publicservice.vermont.gov/sites/dps/files/documents/Energy_Efficiency/Reports/Vermont%20ccHP%20Summary.pdf

https://publicservice.vermont.gov/sites/dps/files/documents/Energy_Efficiency/Reports/Vermont%20ccHP%20Summary.pdf
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Equipment Cost Comparisons

New Efficiency: New York Analysis of Residential Heat Pump Potential and Economics Final Report. Report 
Number 18-44, January 2019
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/-/media/Files/Publications/PPSER/NYSERDA/18-44-HeatPump.pdf

https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/-/media/Files/Publications/PPSER/NYSERDA/18-44-HeatPump.pdf
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Evaluation vs. Existing Equipment
not state of the art alternatives

COPs are not reflective of cold climate applications.  Above 35°F COP may hold.
Counterfactual equipment is not state of the art efficiency.

*NYSERDA Report, January 2019
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Missing Money

Assessed to be uneconomic from the customer’s point of 
view, the analysis provides a “missing money” output 
indicator that quantifies the estimated additional payment 
that would need to be made available in order to deliver an 
adequate return to a heat pump customer.

*NYSERDA Report, January 2019
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Missing Money (16% IRR)

Oil price at $2.69 to $2.86 per gallon. Electricity $0.094 to $0.183 per kWh.

*NYSERDA Report, January 2019
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Heat Pump Assumptions

The current analysis assumes that heat pumps will not be 
installed in homes with hydronic distribution systems 
(radiators), but heat pump systems serving such sites may 
become widely available in the near term. 

Societal Costs: The analysis concludes that heat pumps 
present the most attractive proposition in heating oil and 
electric resistance heating replacement situations. 
Residential gas heating replacement situations do not at 
present succeed under this test. 

*NYSERDA Report, January 2019
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Conclusions
• Aggressive assumptions to support heat pump adoption still 

doesn’t close the “missing money” gap except where electricity is 
very inexpensive. 

• Fuel prices can wildly impact study results which may support a 
desired policy.

• Standards promote higher percentage of equipment represented as 
highly efficient for preferred equipment.

• Consumers like mini splits for AC as an add on to existing homes.
• Best solutions across cold climates do not appear to be a single 

technology from a cost or environmental perspective.
• Multiple technologies may suffer from excessive first cost and 

“missing money.”


